British Arial Transport F.K.26 Commercial scratch built
Biplane passenger plane
Scale 1:72
The F.K.26 Commercial, designed by Frits Koolhoven for British Aerial Transport Company Ltd, a firm
he worked for after leaving Armstrong-Whitworth,
was the first airplane designed for passenger transport
from the start. The four passengers, and that was another first, were seated in a closed cabin, two on a
bench with their back to the forward bulkhead and
two in individual seats looking forward. The cabin
measured 0.91 x 1.50 x 2.44 m, which was very
roomy for the time. With its cruising speed of 150
km/hr, its flight endurance of 6 hours and a maximum payload of 500 kg its technical performance was state-ofthe-art for the period. The aircraft made its first flight in April 1919 and in total four aircraft have been built.
The first production aircraft (c/n 30) with temporary registration K-167 was exhibited and demonstrated on the
E.L.T.A. 1 in September 1919. This aircraft crashed in July 1920. One aircraft has been sold to S. Instone and
Company Ltd, later renamed as Instone Airline, and served there for 18 months before it was destroyed in an
accident. The other two aircraft were never sold, because they were too expensive compared to the cheap second-hand bombers and reconnaissance planes, and were used as demonstrators by BAT, until that company
closed down in 1922. The surviving aircraft were then sold to Ogilvy Aircraft, a company trading in second
hand aircraft and aircraft parts.
A fact worthwhile to mention is that the first “regular” international air service from the Netherlands has been
executed with F.K.26 Commercial aircraft. On September 18th 1919 the service between Soesterberg and London/Hounslow (at that time the only airports with customs services) was inaugurated possibly by the G-EANI,
c/n 31, a sister aircraft of the F.K.26 demonstrated on the ELTA. The NV Handel Maatschappij COBOR (Trade
Company COBOR Ltd.) based in Bilthoven had leased the aircraft from B.A.T. to operate this weekly service at
a fee of £ 20.0.0 for a one-way ticket. The service has been operated for six weeks before the winter
weather made flying impossible and was resumed in March 1920. In April 1920 the service was closed
for lack of passengers and goods 2. In May 1920 KLM started its services to England from Schiphol.

The prototype (c/n 29) survived at Ogilvy’s until 1937, and was then purchased by Koolhoven and transported
to the Netherlands and refurbished to serve as a museum airplane. It has been signaled after May 1940 at
Schiphol, but its further whereabouts are only vaguely known, as appears from this quote from the old website
of the Stichting Koolhoven Vliegtuigen 3:
After the invasion in 1940, all aircraft and parts had to be handed over to the Germans who either re-used or destroyed the
material. About ten aircraft from Schiphol, including the F.K.26 prototype, were loaded on flat deck boats for transport to
the Fokker factory in the north of Amsterdam. The boats were hidden in the polder where their cargo was safe for the RAF
ground attacks, but not for a group of locals who decided not to let 'them' have it. By night, the F.K.26 prototype has been
pushed overboard, along with the other aircraft. Until today, this historical aircraft lies in its grave, deep in the soil of a
Dutch polder.

There are still some activities ongoing to try to recover the airplane. The last F.K.26 (c/n 31, G-EANI) was
scrapped in 1942, when it was severely damaged at Ogilvy’s by a collision with a truck.
For building this model I have received much information (photographs, drawings, articles) from the Stichting
Koolhoven Vliegtuigen4 (Koolhoven Aeroplanes Foundation), which is the guardian of the Koolhoven heritage
in the Netherlands. Although some information is available on the Internet and in regular publications, the additional data have been essential to detail the model realistically. Also the flight article of April 17, 1919 has been
very useful.
The model I have built is the K-167, c/n 30. Not many pictures survive of this aircraft, so the details of the
model are the result of a best guess based on an analysis of the available documentation. The pictures that are
available from the Internet have been collected in an appendix at the end of this report.
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To start with I have completed the three-view drawing
provided by the Stichting Koolhoven Vliegtuigen by
mirroring the half views and scaling it to 1:72. In the
illustrations (not to scale) above also the fuselage
cross-section taken from the Flight article are included. For scaling the drawings the span has been taken
as scaling parameter. These drawings are the main
source for constructing the model. The engine exhaust
configuration and the shape of the rudder in these
drawings is, however not correct for the K-167. For

these aspects I have used the 1:72 scale drawing in
Planes, 1984, which represent the prototype c/n 29,
c/n 31, of which I have only one photograph, and the
Instone Airline F.K.26 (c/n 32). Other sources of information are several articles from the Flight Archive 5
written in 1919 and 1920, of which a copy is included
in the appendix.
Wesselink (ref. 1 and 3), van Steenderen (ref. 2) and the Flight Archive (ref. 4) give the dimensions of the
F.K.26, while van Steenderen and the Flight Archive also present a three-view drawing.
Span
Length
Height
Engine
Crew
Passengers

Ref.
14.00 – 14.03 m
10.56 6 m
3.45 m
Rolls Royce Eagle VIIII 360 hp
1
4

1:72
194.4 -194.9 mm
146.7 mm
47.9 mm

model
196.0 mm
143.0 mm
48.2 mm

In building the model I have extensively used the methods outlined by Harry Woodman in his book Scale Model Aircraft 7. In general I have used the drawings from the December 1984 issue of Planes. They are clearer than
the official three-view factory drawing (which they fit correctly, as far as dimensions are concerned), but –more
important- they show also the correct exhaust and the rudder shape of the production version FK.26.
The appendix defines the rigging, the aircraft finishes and decals and
contains a copy of photographs and the Flight articles.
Fuselage
The fuselage walls have been built up from two layers. An outer skin
has been copied from the drawings in the December 1984 issue of
the Planes magazine (pages 22-24) and pasted on 0.13 mm plastic
sheet, where I have cut out the cabin windows and door. The second
layer of 0.25 mm plastic sheet is almost identical, except for the window cut
outs, which are 0.5 mm larger all around to accommodate later the transparent windows. For the door this is inversed: in that case the opening in the
outer layer is as drawn in the side view, but the opening in the inner layer is
half an mm smaller all around. I did not manage to give rounded corners to
the windows, but this will probably be sufficiently achieved by the paint itself, when finishing the model.
The paper copies of the sidewalls I have glued on the plastic sheet with ordinary paper glue (HEMA brand). This fixes them sufficiently during the cut-
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ting, but can be removed easily afterwards, leaving no traces on the plastic surface.
I have engraved vertical panel lines, which could be observed on a number of
photographs, on the outer fuselage skin at 17, 22.5, 63.5 and 110 mm from
the first fuselage former, located 3.5 mm from the foremost part of the engine
cowling. The windows have been cut from 0.2 mm clear plastic sheet. At the
same time I have cut two 3 mm high copies of the BAT logo from the 0.13
mm thick sheet to simulate the embossed characters on the cowling. This has
been a delicate job, but with a new and very fine scalpel it is doable. In general the 0.13 mm sheet is very vulnerable, so a really clean working surface is
mandatory.
The bottom panel of the fuselage has been
cut from 0.5 mm sheet, and takes into account the curvature of the forward
lower side of the fuselage and the 0.4 mm
thickness of the fuselage walls. I have
shaped it by gluing a copy of the real surface of the panel on the sheet and sanding
it down to the correct width. I have given
the bottom panel the current shape by
bending it carefully; no heat application
has been necessary thanks to the limited
thickness. The dummy ceiling serves to
keep the sidewalls in the correct position,
it is the only part of the fuselage with a
flat surface. It must fall between the sidewalls, and has been fixed with tape.
As the 0.5 mm sheet material is a bit thin to glue to the sidewall, I have glued a couple of 1.0 x 0.75 mm plastic strips to
the rear and middle part of the fuselage sides, half a millimeter from the edge and I have carefully glued the bottom panel
bit by bit to the sides. The fuselage is already quite stiff now,
considering the rather thin plastic sheet.
Source of information for the shape and size of the formers is
the Planes drawing and the Flight articles, and the data are
collected in the table. Bulkheads A, B and C are in the Planes
drawing, 2, 3, 5, and 6 (at the same location as C) in the Flight
articles. I have also measured the size from the top and side
views in the Planes drawing.
The drawings given by Van Steenderen (ref. 2) are not very
accurate, and don’t fit the dimensions as shown in the other
two references. But even those are not always agreeing with
each other; when a conflict is present, I have used the cross sections as given in the Planes drawing. Specifically the red entries in the table, all from the Flight article, seem to suggest a lower nose forward of the cabin and a
lower rear fuselage. These dimensions are not justified by the three-view drawing in the same article.
I have glued a copy of the formers on 0.5 mm plastic sheet, have cut them out and sanded
the top in a rounded shape. The nose I have shaped from 5 mm thick balsa, and painted it
with two layers of plastic cement. The picture below shows the formers at their approximate place on the fuselage top view.
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I have started with the forward former (A), have first measured the
required width and height of the former between the two fuselage
sides and cut the former carefully to size. As expected, it appeared
that about two times 0.5 mm had to be removed to achieve a snug fit.
I have drawn a horizontal line at the correct distance from the top as
measured from the side view. Next I have marked the edge of the top
of the former with a felt pen and sanded the black line away. Now I
could adjust the height to fit the fuselage at the nose and I have
glued it in place with Revell Contacta.
The second former to be fitted was the one just after the cabin door
(5), as the top side of the fuselage between former A and 5 is exactly
horizontal, so all formers except former C (6) should be aligned with
these two. Former 5 is possibly one of the problematic ones, as it
comes from the Flight article and seems to be too short.
The fuselage top is horizontal from former A to 5, so positioning
these well they can be used to align the other formers between them.
Indeed, fitting number 5 was difficult, the height had to be corrected
by gluing a small strip of plastic to the underside. The method to fit
it was the same as the one used for the first former: fit the width, adjust the height, draw the correction of the rounded part and sand in
shape. Former 3, the forward bulkhead of the fuselage, has been fitted next, aligned between the two formers already present.
The dummy ceiling has gotten a second life as cabin floor and the
other formers in the nose section have placed. I have glued these
with Microscale Micro Weld; when the formers fit snugly a light
touch with a brush of this thin cement flows easily in the joint and
fixes them neatly and firmly. And you get used to the lemon smell.
I have marked with pencil the position of former C, just before the
cockpit. This former could not be solid, as the instrument panel and
the controls need some room and must stay visible. So I have cut out
the middle part. I have determined the height of former C such that
the line along the top of the rear cabin former and former C ends up 2
mm above the rear end of the fuselage. As a bonus the part cut out
from former 5 can be used after some rework as a former in the rear
fuselage. The top has been aligned in line with that of formers 5 and
C. Finally I have cut a last former to be added in the rear part in the
fuselage.
As I wanted to construct the top of the fuselage from 0.25 mm plastic card, a thickness, which can at least be formed quite easily, I had
to find a solution to match it to the sidewalls, which are 0.4 mm
thick. If that wouldn’t be done properly a discontinuity at the joint
between roof and sidewall would result, which is virtually impossible to correct. So I have glued a narrow strip cut from 0.13 mm sheet
plastic along the upper edge of the sidewall with Micro Weld, which
flowed easily in the joint. I have also put a 0.13 mm strip on the top
of all formers, this time glued sparingly with plastic cement. Also
the nose made from balsa has been put in place. As it had been painted with Revell Contacta, it could be glued
with plastic cement.
Next the top of the fuselage has been constructed. Starting with an
ample sized sheet of 0.25 mm plastic, I have rolled this as much as
possible in shape around a wooden stick (a first attempt to form it by
heating the plastic with the paint stripper failed horribly). As you can
see through the plastic against the light, I could mark up the correct
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place to cut the sheet, and I have cut it bit by bit to the correct size, first for the forward part of the fuselage,
where the top is almost cylindrical, then for the aft part, that is almost conical. The picture shows the result. I
have rolled them together again, fixed the rolled sheets with tape and put them in a hot bath to take some of the
built-in tension off. Before assembling the roof the cabin and cockpit interior have to be made and the interior
painting job need to be done.
Under the nose there was a manhole to inspect and service the engine. On one photograph of the prototype and in one drawing (in The
Aeroplane) that manhole appears to be open, but on all other pictures
it is apparently closed, logical from
an aerodynamic point of view. So I
have only marked the edge of the
cover on the bottom panel, as well
as the two panel lines. Cabin and
cockpit interior being completed
and painted, the fuselage top can be glued in place. Also the place of the exhausts needs to be marked. I have done that by means of a small template, cutting away the top 0.13 mm layer of the fuselage sidewall. This could have
been better done before assembling the two sidewall layers.
Cabin
I have found no photographs of the cabin interior, only some drawings, one of which is from the Flight magazine. Two other drawing
show in principle the same arrangement: a two seat bench against the
forward cabin wall, one chair in the corner right rear corner, a fourth
seat just forward of the door and a small table. The drawings also
show the three dials on the forward wall, in the middle a clock and at
the sides an altimeter and a speed indicator. For these I have drilled
two 0.8 mm and one 1.2 mm hole in
that wall. The curtains at the windows I have not modeled; they only
appear in this drawing.
All three drawings show an artistically shaped former running between the two
windows and the longeron running at the top of the window, so I could reinforce the rather weak wall over the windows with a piece of 0.5 by 0.75 mm
strip. The former I have cut by hand from 0.5 mm plastic, as well as the support of the bench.
The furniture has been modeled
from 0.25 and 0.5 mm sheet and 0.5
x 0.75 mm strip. The picture at the right shows the test fitting. The
other parts of the cabin interior are the framed sliding windows and
the backing of the dials in
the forward cabin bulkhead, shown at the left.
The walls have been
painted and windows, the
backing for the dials and
(pre-painted) longerons
have been mounted. Note that the aft fuselage inside has been painted “birch” also; this will be replaced by off-white later. Painting was
not easy, as it had to be done from the top side. The windows have
been glued with white glue, which did not hold very well, as the gluing surface was rather small. Luckily the
upright beams along the walls help to keep them in place.
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I have arbitrarily selected a color for the chair covering, as there is
no other reference than a number of black and white drawings and a
leather finish would have
made the interior very
brown. The furniture has
been mounted to the floor
with thick superglue.
Finally the cabin roof can
be glued in place with
Revell Contacta, as I have
kept the edges of the walls
free from paint. I have
used a lot of tape to keep the sheet in place, as it must have a slight
double curvature.
Cockpit
Best reference for the cockpit interior is a drawing fin the Flight article. There is very little documentation of the instrument panel. These
photographs
(source:
Stichting
Koolhoven
Vliegtuigen) are the only
one that shows it a bit. So
next to these sources I
have based myself mainly on the FK.23 Bantam instrument panel.
The picture shows the result: From left to right the
throttle (0.25 mm plastic),
rudder pedals (0.25 mm
plastic and 0.25 and 0.4
mm metal wire), aileron control (0.25 mm strip and 0.65 mm bent rod), frame for the elevator control (0.25 mm
plastic some plastic tube), still to be adjusted in height, cockpit floor with trim wheel (0.5 mm plastic and some
plastic tube), pilot seat (0.5 en 0.25 mm plastic) and the instrument panel (0.25 mm plastic).
I have drawn the 11 mm opening, measured from the top view, in the
aft fuselage top cover with a circle template out of the pre-digital era
with a fine liner and cut it from the plastic using a balsa wing leading edge strip as a support, adjusting and fitting it carefully to the
right size.
The cockpit parts have been painted and fitted with 0.06 mm black
painted fishing line to simulate the control cables. At 6 o’clock the
throttle with rod, at 9 the instrument panel with the protruding compass attached to it, at 11 the elevator frame and the aileron control
wheel, at 3 the seat and in the center the floor and trim wheel and
rudder pedals. The rudder control cables will have to pass under the
pilot seat.
At this phase I have repainted the inside of the
rear fuselage off-white
and have fitted the cockpit
interior, also fitting an additional support beam for
the cockpit floor. The
control cables have been
guided through holes in the rear cockpit bulkhead, which was still a
nasty job as the fishing line, even for this minute thickness of 0.06 mm, was stiff enough to resist putting the
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floor in place. PE seat belts from my scrap box have been mounted. The last thing is to mount the top cover.
This has been fitted trial-and-error to the sidewalls and the horizontal stabilizer, which had to be mounted before with thick cyano glue, and the inner side has been painted light buff (the top cover of the K.26 was made of
ply).
I have also given the nose section a first coating of black to see where the surface still needed putty or sanding.
Note that I have left the edges free of paint where they will have to be glued to sidewalls and formers. I have
glued the cover with Revell Contacta bit by bit to the formers, starting from the center of the formers. For gluing the edges of the cover
to the fuselage walls with Tamyia Extra Thin Cement, which sucks
into the joint easily, and does hardly leave traces on the plastic surface. I have secured each
joint with tape, until the
glue had well dried. Now
that the top deck is in
place, most of the cockpit
interior is hidden. All
joints have been treated with Valejo putty. I have
glued the BAT logo on the nose with Micro Weld,
as I did not dare to expose this very vulnerable
part to aggressive plastic cement. As a result the
paint dissolved for a big part. The edge of the
cockpit opening has been finished with bent half
round 0.8 mm strip, gluing it bit by bit with Revell
Contacta.
Wings and tail planes
From copies of the Planes drawings I have made jigs for wing and
tail planes. The method for generating the rib patterns is the one outlined in Woodman, adapted where necessary. The set up is shown in
the picture at the right with a test sample 8: an old Rotring drawing
board from the non-digital era, covered by a sheet of foil normally
used to construct garden pools, on which the 0.25 mm plastic foil
and the wing jig have been aligned and fixed with tape.
A centre line has been drawn on the foil with a 2B pencil on the
plastic, which will be the wing leading edge, the line next to indicates the edge of the front wing spar where the short nose ribs end
and the top and bottom line are the trailing edge, where 1.5 mm has
been added to the wing chord to compensate for the wing profile
curvature 9. Around each drawing 9 mm has been kept free 10 needed
to stabilize the drawing and to perform the wing assembly afterwards. 11
Next I have copied the rib pattern on the plastic sheet with pencil
and copied the wing plan on the sheet by means of a copy of the
drawing on 250 grams paper. Then I have scored the rib pattern with
an old-fashioned drawing pen in the plastic 12.
The result looks quite disastrous. The sheet has expanded due to the
scoring and has done so unequally due to the short nose ribs. As I
did not see any way to prevent this (and as Harry Woodman did not
mention the phenomenon), I have continued as if nothing had happened. So I have marked the outline of wings and ailerons with a pin
(the drawing will disappear inside the wing), separated the two
wings, bent the trailing edges together and fixed them with tape.
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The next trick is to shape the leading edge into a sharp curvature fitting the wing profile. After some trials (using an electric heater as a
heat source did not work, a paint stripper did better, but requires
specific attention due to the high temperature of the heated air)
Woodman’s
method,
clamping the wing between two 4 mm thick
balsa planks, worked correctly and the last preparations for wing assembly could be done: shaping the balsa core for
the wings.
Woodman advised to make that core 5 mm smaller than the wing
outline, but if I would have done that, it would not have been possible to attach the forward wing struts to the core, and would the leading edge of the ailerons not be filled by the balsa. So I have opted to keep core only 3 mm smaller. The core has
been produced form 1.5 mm thick balsa, which gives together with two 0.25 mm skins the required 2 mm thick
profile. I have sanded the core carefully into shape, starting with the trailing edge, making that as thin as possible, and checking the profile continuously against the drawing. The camber of the wing underside has been created by using an AA battery covered with a piece of sandpaper, finishing it of free hand on “feel”. Also the
wing tips have been sanded in shape, keeping the wing top surface flat (the picture shows the bottom surface).
Before gluing the core in the wing, it has been treated twice with
balsa wood filler and given one coat of plastic cement. I have glued
the core into the wing with Scotch double-sided tape, a procedure
that is quite complicated but is well explained in Woodman. The
camber of the wing underside has been produced by means of a 0.8
mm thick strip of balsa sanded in a wedge shape not to leave any
imprints on the wing surface. The trailing edge has been glued with
Bison degreasing fluid, which contains a sufficient quantity of
MEK 13 to glue the thin plastic, without attacking it too much. The
wings have been left to dry overnight.
Next I have cut the wing on the outline with a very sharp scalpel. Here it appeared that the wing is not completely straight due to the deformation of the plastic during the scoring, but this is not really disturbing, and will
be partially corrected, when the dihedral is applied. Also, the trailing edge had not been glued at all places
(Woodman warns for it already), but this has been easily corrected as shown at the left. As the gaps occurred
mainly on places where the sheet has been deformed most, I have used here Revell Contacta glue (very sparingly applied in the gaps with a metal wire), as it has stronger glued power than
MEK. The wing tips have also been glued with Contacta.
When this had dried well, I have sanded the trailing edge very thin and the
wing tips in shape. The ailerons have been cut out and their leading edge
sanded round. At the location of the struts I have drilled superficial 0.7 mm
diameter holes, which appeared to
coincide with the double ribs
scored into the skin, which is
quite how it should be. The location for the aileron control horns
has been treated the same way. On the place, where the aileron cables pass through the skin (midway the two wing spars) I have
drilled 0.3 mm holes.
The last thing to do it to apply the 2 degree dihedral 14, which corresponds to a 2.9 mm height difference at the last outboard wing rib.
For this I have constructed a wing jig over a top view, lifting the
wing tips with the correct height with a strip of 0.5 mm sheet and a
piece of profile of 1 by 2.5 mm. The centre section has been cut
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loose with a very sharp scalpel blade and the outer wings have been glued to the centre section with thick cyano
glue, as the 0.25 mm skin is too thin to glue with plastic cement. I
have finished the joint with thin cyano applied with a thin metal
wire. Both wings are for the time being identical (except for the
struts location marks); when the fuselage is ready, the centre section
of the lower wing will be removed, so only two small wing stubs
will remain.
The tail surfaces have been made using a variant of the “Woodman”
process, as the do not have a straight leading edge, so the folding
process cannot be applied. I have also modified the scoring set up
slightly by placing an additional 250 grams sheet of paper on top of
the pool foil, as I was not completely satisfied with regularity of the
rib pattern on the wing. Again, the skins have been made from 0.25
mm thick plastic sheet, but this time no additional cord length has
been taken, as the leading edge does not need to be bent. The ribs
have been drawn and scored the same way as for the wings, and the
result was quite a bit more regular than with the wings.
The leading edge of the tail planes has been thickened with a strip of 0.5 by 0.7 mm plastic, bent into the shape
of the leading edge and glued sparingly with Revell Contacta. The core has been made from 1 mm thick balsa
and their trailing edge sanded as thin as possible. I have finished the
core again with two layers of filler and one layer of plastic glue.
Gluing the balsa with double sided tape was problematic, the small
pieces of tape adhered to everything except the wood. So finally I
have glued the core also with Contacta. When the tail surfaces had
dried overnight I have sanded leading and trailing edge in shape and
have cut loose the rudder and elevator. At the place of the control
horns on the elevator halves I have drilled a superficial 0.7 mm hole.
The control horns of the elevator and the ailerons I have made from 0.5 mm plastic sheet, those of the rudder
are from PE from my scrap box.
Wing mounting and fuselage finish
I have painted the lower wing in the off-white final colour, and have
marked the position of the fuselage on it over the top view. The
middle piece has been cut off with a sharp knife, and the leading and
trailing edge at the cut has been filled with Vallejo putty, which does
not attack the plastic.
According to the drawings the leading edge of the lower wing is 1
mm above the lower fuselage surface and the trailing edge 1 mm
lower than the underside of the fuselage, but on photographs the
trailing edge seems to join the fuselage underside, either directly of
with a bend or fairing. I have decided to position the wing according
to the drawings. With a strip of 1 mm plastic I have marked the trailing edge position and with two ends of 1 mm profile the position of
the leading edge. I have inserted 0.4 mm pins in both lower wing
halves, made an impression with black paint on the fuselage and
drilled the corresponding holes in it. Some minor adjustments had to
be made to fit the wing correctly. I have also profited of the occasion
to engrave two horizontal panel lines on the engine cowling, which I
had forgotten to make. Next I have adapted the wing jig by enlarging
the height of the wing tip supports by 1mm and placing a 1 mm thick
strip at the location of the fuselage. The wing halves have been glued
with thick cyano glue and left to dry.
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A component, which was still missing on the fuselage, is the tunnel
for the engine controls that runs over the top of the fuselage from the
cockpit to the engine compartment. I have sanded the curved cross
section from a 4 mm wide strip of 0,5 mm plastic, glued with double-sided tape to a piece of wood. I have glued one end in place with
thin cyano glue, and glued the rest bit by bit, applying the glue with
an end of metal wire. Note also the 2 x 2 mm holes (a 2 mm diameter hole, made square with a pointed scalpel) at the wing root in front
of the forward wing spar, where the vertical landing gear strut will
pass.
I have drilled all 0.3 mm holes for the rigging and control cables in
wings and fuselage according to the table I had constructed from the
photographs, in the course of which there still had to be made some
corrections. The picture shows that there are quite a lot. To apply the
rigging I will use the method of feeding the fishing line all the way
through the wings, and finishing them off neatly on the top of the
upper wing and the bottom of the lower. I have made also 0.8 mm
holes in the aft fuselage for the bars to handle the aircraft on ground,
0.6 mm holes for the push-pull rods of the elevator and a 0.3 mm
hole to mount the step to climb in the cockpit.
The two long exhaust pipes have to run horizontal about 1.5 mm above the top of the windows and parallel to
the fuselage longitudinal axis. At the widest part of the fuselage they pass at 1 mm from the fuselage wall. The
tubes are supported at four locations, two at the location of the wing spars (and main fuselage formers), one just
behind the engine and one at the rear end of the tube. The main tube
has a 1 mm diameter; the smaller tubes to the engine cylinders 0.7
mm. This promised to be a nasty fitting job.
I have made the supports from 0.5 mm plastic sheet material. First I
have drilled 1.1 mm holes in it, and then cut from 4.5 mm squares
around it the support, as shown in the picture. The first one has been
glued to a piece of 1 mm rod and test fitted to the fuselage. This
seemed to fit all right.
A second slightly wider set of supports has been cut for
the location at the rear spar, and the four supports have
been glued to the fuselage at the correct locations. Care
has been taken that they would not interfere with the
location of the cabane struts, which are also located at
the wing spar/main former positions. After quite some
trial and error the supports have finally be fixed in the
correct locations.
I have constructed the exhausts over the
side view drawing. The length of the oversized small pipes has been made to fit trial
and error on the model and the three forward pipes have been bent downwards a
bit to fall in the recess on the engine cowling. I have drilled a 0.6 mm hole in the
end of the pipes. The exhaust have been
painted gun metal (Humbrol 56), dry
brushed with rust (Humbrol 113)
The last two exhaust supports have been
cut to size trial and error from 0.25 mm
plastic, using a piece of 1 mm plastic rod
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as a template, and ensuring that the rod was horizontal and parallel to the longitudinal axis. They have been
glued with thin cyano glue to the fuselage.
The two radiators have been built up from 0.25 mm plastic sheet and from 1.5 x 0.75 mm strip, and the oil
cooler from a piece of 2 x 2.5 mm strip, 0.7 and 1 mm
round profile. I have drilled some 0.4 mm holes in the oil
cooler block to simulate the cooling ducts.
The radiators have been cut and sanded in shape and
completed with some pieces of PE machine gun mantel
left over from WW I HR Models kits, and a second piece
of 0.25 mm sheet material as a base plate. Thin slices of
0.7 mm round profile at
both sides simulate the
water tube endings and
stand-offs from 0.25 mm plastic have been glued on the
base plate. I have painted he radiator grid black, and the housing
white, as shown on the pictures of the K-167.
I have also mounted the oil cooler on the nose of the aircraft and dry
fitted the propeller on the model. Although I have worked it thoroughly, it does not have the characteristic shape of the propeller of
the F.K.26. I will probably have to try and find one that resembles it
better.
Undercarriage
The undercarriage of the FK.26 is a slightly particular contraption as shown in the
drawing from Flight. The landing shock is absorbed by a combination of an oleopneumatic damper and elastic bands. The mechanism allows independent vertical motion of the left and right landing leg. In flight the wheels are hanging very much down
under the weight of the landing gear, and they reach their top position when absorbing
the maximum landing shock. The end of the horizontal part sticks out at the side of the
fuselage, and moves in a vertical slit. At rest on the ground this part is slightly above
half the slit.
I have made a 0.7 mm slit at both sides of the
nose, 9 to 14 mm above the underside of the
fuselage at a position
measured on the December 1984 drawing in
Planes by drilling a series
of holes and connecting
these with a sharp knife, taking care that they are well aligned with
the hole in the wing, through which the vertical landing gear strut
has to pass. The picture at the left shows the slits just before the end
of the black painted part. In the slit I have glued two small triangular
bits of 0.5 mm plastic, slightly above the middle of the slit to simulate the mechanism.
I have used partial copies from the drawings from Planes to produce
the undercarriage parts. The side view of the nice, furniture style
landing gear frame (top right) I have enlarged vertically from 7 to 10
mm in Photoshop (bottom right), as measured in the front view (bottom left). Two copies of the bottom right drawing have been glued
on 0.5 mm plastic sheet and cut out. I have used a pointed scalpel for
the narrow curves.
I have built up the vertical struts from pieces of 0.7 mm plastic rod
and 1 x 2.1 mm streamline profile strip, having measured the length
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of each piece from the drawing bottom left. In all pieces I have drilled 0.3 mm holes (in the streamline profile
slightly before the middle) and I have glued ends of 0.25 mm metal wire in them with thin cyano glue. Although it seems difficult to drill a 0.3 mm hole into plastic of 0.7 mm, it is rather easy, when a centre point is
marked beforehand with a sharp needle.
At the right the picture shows the strut’s components, at the left the
parts, as they will be assembled on the model. The thin part in the
middle has to pass through the hole in the lower wing, which is
smaller than the streamline profile. This strange construction is needed on the original aircraft to obtain the 0.5 meter stroke of the landing gear. One wonders what is the use of streamlining these small
lengths of landing gear
struts.
I also found two wheels in
my scrap box of the right diameter. I have removed as much as possible the profile, as in 1919 that was not used yet. The two half axles
have been made from 1 mm rod. I have constructed a “hinge” on one
end from 0.4 mm brass wire and drilled a superficial hole in the other end to accommodate the vertical strut. The struts supporting the axles rearwards have been made from 0.7
mm rod. All parts have been painted before assembly.
I have used the Planes drawings as a reference for the general layout
and dimensions of the undercarriage. Note that this part of the assembly has been done after the rigging had been supplied and the
exhausts had been mounted.
I have assembled the vertical struts passing through the holes in the
lower wing. After cutting the metal strands to the right length I have
glued the upper and lower part of these struts together with thin cyano glue, making sure the streamline parts were aligned well. The
nicely shaped support for the half axles have been assembled and
glued in place, the front legs in line with the vertical landing gear
struts. It had to be fixed with tape, as it did not match exactly the
curvature of the bottom of the fuselage.
The top ends of the struts have been cut off such that the middle tube
is about centred on the hole in the wing, and the struts have been
glued with thick cyano glue to the piece of mechanism sticking out
from the slit in the nose cover. Only very little of the top strut remained, so in fact there was no need to use the complicated construction with metal strand for this part.
I have cut off the lower end of the vertical struts such that the half
axles would point slightly
upwards. At least, that
was my intention, but
again, after cutting off
almost all of the lower
tube, the half axles were
at best horizontal. Apparently I have glued the part
simulating the landing gear mechanism too low in the slit, but it is to
late now to correct that. I also had to enlarge the holes in the wing
sideways to allow for the proper slope of the vertical struts.
Last thing I have added are the rearward support struts. I have cut
the 0.7 mm rods carefully to the correct size, and have made sure the
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ends were correctly bevelled to fit the other parts of the undercarriage. I have painted the undercarriage framework white and detailed
the fittings with silver.
When test fitting the wheels from the scrap box, they appeared disproportionally heavy. I have checked the dimensions with the dimensions in the drawing, and indeed, their thickness was 3 mm instead of 2 mm, and the tyre height was also 3mm instead of 2 mm in
the drawing. So I have decided to make new wheels from a piece of
2 mm thick plastic, using my drill
set-up as lathe and my sanding block and panel engraving tool as turning
tools. When done, I had two decently shaped
wheels, of which I have painted the tyres dark
grey.
The tailskid of the F.K.26 is quite an interesting construction. It is attached to the
hinge tube of the rudder and rotates with it, thus providing some manoeuvrability
when taxiing. A telescopic tube with a spring inside in the rudder dampens the landing shock and the terrain roughness when taxiing. The picture at the left, taken from
the December 1984 issue of Planes, illustrates the mechanism.
I have taken the dimensions from the side view
in the same issue and cut the parts from 0.25 mm
and 1 mm sheet material and from 1 mm and 0.7
mm rod. At the right the parts are shown and the
tailskid, integrated with the rudder and the rear
fuselage. I have painted the wheels (hubs white,
tyres dark grey amd access holes to the valve
black) and fixed the to the half axles, the end of
which I have bent slightly upwards to obtain a
wheel slope better ressembling the origina l.
Upper wing mounting
As the thin wing has a rather large angle of incidence and the wing
struts are vertical, the upper wing must have a positive stagger in the
wing assembly jig. As a preparation the forward part of the fuselage,
the upper side of the lower wing and the underside of the upper wing
have been painted with a coat of satin varnish, as after mounting the
wing and wing struts this is difficult to do well. The rear part of the
fuselage will be finished later, as I have no decals yet. I have opened
up all pre-drilled holes after painting, as they cannot be reached
properly anymore once the upper wing is mounted. For the outer
wing struts I have used 0.8 x 1.1 mm brass streamline profile from
Strutz, for the inner struts styrene streamline profile from Aeroclub
Models. I have painted a sufficient length of these profiles white before mounting them.
Prior to placing the model in the biplane assembly jig I have protected the fragile wing leading and trailing edge with pieces of 0.5 mm
plastic sheet. The model just fits with its outer struts within the maximum width of the assembly jig. From the drawing I had measured a
stagger of 4 degrees and a distance between the upper and lower
wing underside of 28 mm. When I had adjusted the jig and fitted the
model in it, the upper wing was sitting just on top of the fuselage,
and the line between the leading edge of upper and lower wing was not parallel to the vertical panel lines on the
fuselage. So I have changed the values in 2 degrees and 30 mm. Adjusting the rig has cost me a couple of hours,
but this time is gained again when mounting the struts.
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I have cut the struts a bit oversize in length, and shortened them bitby-bit until they snapped nicely in place in the superficially predrilled holes. Both ends of the struts have been tapered. The struts
have been fixed with a drop of thin cyano glue, avoiding carefully
the holes for the rigging wires. The inner struts where easily fitted,
but the outer struts required some more work, cutting them with pliers and tapering them with a file. As they are rather stiff, it is also
more difficult to slide them in place. I still have managed to ruin one
out of each of the two sets of five struts I had prepared.
When the glue had thoroughly dried, I have taken the model from
the jig and removed the wing protections. The model was still rather
fragile; this will improve once the cabane struts have been glued in
place and the rigging has been mounted.
When measuring the model the upper wing trailing edge appeared to
sit 1 mm too high and the leading edge even 3 mm too high. The
wing struts were not exactly normal to the fuselage longitudinal axis,
and the cabane struts run rather steeply up. Apparently the pitch angle of the lower wing is too high (although I had measured and set
very carefully the position of the lower wing relative to the lower
edge of the fuselage) and is the selected stagger too small. Also,
there is a slight difference between port and starboard side of the
middle, which is probably caused by an incorrect assembly of the
wing halves, when setting the dihedral. However, both in top and
front view the wings are quite parallel 15. But it may be caused by errors of some tenths of a millimetre.
I have decided not to correct these errors; disassembling the wings
and reassembling them would not guarantee a better result, and certainly would damage the model. When the rigging is done, there will
be many skewed lines to camouflage the inaccuracies.
Rigging
The rigging scheme for the F.K.26 is given in the appendix. Prior to
starting the rigging I have opened up all 0.3 mm holes, which were
clogged up by gluing the struts. The rigging lines are made from
0.06 mm black painted fishing line, and I have used the method I
usually apply for my bi-planes. First glue the lines which have a
“blind” end, for example the ones that end up at the fuselage sides,
insert lines from the inter-wing side of the wings, tension lines with
a small piece of tape and apply glue at top side upper wing and underside lower wing only when all lines at one location have been inserted and tensioned. Gluing is done with a small drop of thin cyano,
applied with a metal wire. I have started the rigging from the middle,
where there is least room to manoeuvre.
As the wing is constructed from two thin layers of plastic sheet on a
balsa core and as this balsa core does leave the wing leading edge
free, there is a chance,
that the fishing line prefers to lodge itself nicely
in the wing interior, rather than exiting through the opposing hole.
This luckily happened only a couple of times, and I have solved the
problem in those cases by inserting the line from the other side of the
wing.
The drag en anti-drag wires run rather close along the fuselage and
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the exhausts, which is probably caused by the (too) high position of the upper wing.
When the glue had well hardened, I have cut off the excess line with
a very sharp blade, taking away the drop of glue as much as possible.
On the picture this has been done for the left wing. After painting the
wing surface it appeared (as expected) that not all glue had been removed, as can be seen on the (processed) picture at the right, so I
have cut the remaining glue away and given the wing another coat of
paint.
The rigging of the horizontal tail plane can be applied only once the decals have been placed on the fin. The
whole wing rigging process has cost me less than five hours. That is quite decent for the forty-odd lines to be
put in place.
Final assembly
Now that the wings have been assembled, cleaned from glue, sanded and painted three
times and with the wing rigging in place, the bits and odds to finish the fuselage can be
done. I have started with the radiators. The location has been taken from the Planes
drawings again. I have glued them with some tiny drops of thick cyano glue to the fuselage sides. Seen from the front they are really quite representative for the flight example.
The long exhaust pipes fitted well on the supports and I have fixed
the exhaust pipes in place on each of the supports with a small drop
of thin cyano glue applied
with a strand of metal
wire. The small exhaust
pipes to the engine compartment did not need to
be glued; they stay well in
place without any fixation. Luckily there was no
interference with the rigging lines.
I have glued the door to the passenger cabin in place with a tiny bit
of thick cyanoacrylate, simply hinged to the left, still allowing a
view in the cabin.
The rigging is not yet complete; the stabilizer rods are still missing. I
have produced these from 0.25 mm metal wire, straightened on a flat
surface with a ruler. The outer wing bays have each one long rod;
the inner wing bays have each two short rods, one at the forward
crossing and one at the rear.
It is rather difficult to glue them to the rigging lines, as these are tensioned well and tend to launch the small
pieces of metal wire in all directions. The easiest was to cut the wire slightly oversize, take it in tweezers at one
end, dip the other one in thin cyano, put that in to contact with the rear wire crossing and let it rest on the forward line crossing. When the glue was dry, I have put a drop of think
cyano on the forward crossing, and let that dry again. Finally I have
cut the excess wire
length with
cutting pliers for electronics.
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I also noted on a picture in the book on the E.L.T.A. (ref. 16) that the
F.K.26 had two holes for admission of cooling air in the top front of
the cowling, so I have drilled two 1.5 mm holes at that location, and
painted the inside black. They are just visible in the picture of the
model at the right.
Some other small equipment has been made: the two airflow powered fuel pumps, made from turned 1.5 mm plastic rod, 0.15 mm
plastic sheet and 0.25 mm metal wire,
the lid of the water tank, made from a
thin slice of 1.5 mm rod and a small end of 1 mm rod (the metal wire is not to
loose it and to attach it to the top of the nose cover) and the pitot tubes, made from
0.25 mm plastic sheet and 0.25 mm metal wire. The windshield has been made by
gluing a scale paper copy of the drawing on a piece of 0.4 mm thick transparent
plastic, and cutting it out with a sharp blade. The window frame has been painted
silver.
Finally there were still the unknown details shown in the picture at
the right. I received information from the Stichting Koolhoven Vliegtuigen, that the item at 1 was probably a window providing some
light for engine maintenance tasks. Upon careful examination of an
enlarged copy of the photograph the object at 2 appeared to be a ventilation outlet. I have modelled this last item from a thin slice of 0.7 mm rod, painted dark grey, and I have also
placed one at the opposite side of the cabin, as it seems illogical that an outlet would be located at one side of
the cabin only. The window is a 1.5 mm hole, filled with Humbrol Clear Fix, simulating the glazing.
Other small items in the picture at the right are several thicknesses of metal
wire for the elevator actuation rods and the tail lifting handles, the step to give
access to the cockpit and a piece of black fishing line to simulate the tubes
leading from the pitot to the lower wing.
At this phase I have applied the decals on the model. This bring the model very
much to life. Wings and aft part of the fuselage have then received a final coat
of satin clear varnish.

I have first glued the ailerons
in place, attaching each of
them with three small drops
of thick cyano glue and keeping them at the correct angle
with a small piece of tape.
Corresponding to the position
of the controls in the cockpit
the left pair of ailerons should
be deflected downwards, the right one upwards.
Next the rudder and the attached tailskid has been
glued in place
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When the glue had well dried, I have mounted the control cables,
again made from 0.06 mm black painted fishing line. The aileron cables are each composed out of two lengths of line. The first one has
been stuck in the 0.3 mm hole in the top surface of the upper wing
and glued with a drop of thin cyano, then glued to the control horn
on the upper aileron and led through the holes I upper and lower aileron. The second one has been stuck and glued in the hole in the
underside of the lower wing, then glued to the control horn under the
lower aileron and led through the hole in that aileron.
At the same time I have started to mount the rudder control cables, gluing them first in the 0.3 mm holes in the
rear fuselage, and then tensioning them with a piece of tape to the rudder and workbench. I have glued them to
the control horns with a drop of thin cyano glue, and have cut the excess
fishing line off when the glue had
dried well.
The picture below shows the ailerons, the control cables tensioned with tape, prior to gluing
the fishing line with a tiny drop of
thin cyano at both the top and bottom of the lower aileron. When
that had well dried I have cut off the excess fishing line at the top
and bottom.
When fitting the elevator
to the horizontal tail plane,
the chord appeared to be
too large; they did interfere with the rudder, so I
had to sand a couple of
millimetres off, to make
new control horns and to
paint leading edge and control horns again. I then could glue the elevators on with three drops of thin cyanoacrylate glue, keeping them
in position with a piece of
tape.
When the elevator joints
were dry I have mounted
all remaining small parts:
the two wind driven fuel
pumps on the nose, which
were rather difficult to
mount, the pitot and its
tubes (0.06 mm fishing
line) on the right outboard
wing strut, the step to give
access to the cockpit and
the two carrying rods at
the bottom of the rear fuselage for ground handling. Also the push-pull
rods,
connecting
the
cockpit controls to the elevator halves have been
mounted.
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Next the windscreen has been mounted with white glue.

The last thing to be done
was the rigging and bracing of the tail planes. At
the upper side a rigging
wire (0.06 mm fishing
line) has been mounted,
glued at both ends at the
underside of the tail plane
with thin cyano. At the underside two struts made of 0.4 mm dark
grey painted brass wire support the rear spar, while two end of 0.6 mm dark grey painted plastic rod form the
connection of the leading edge with the trim mechanism to adjust (in flight) the angle of incidence of the tail
plane. To support the tail plane with a combination of struts and rigging wires is unusual, but was probably
done for safety reasons.
Below some pictures of the finished model are shown.
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Appendix
British Aerial Transport F.K.26 “Commercial” rigging, decals, finishes and documentation
1.

Rigging

As usual with Koolhoven designed
aircraft the rigging deserved special
attention. With the help of the photographs and the drawings I have
composed the following list and
have illustrated the configuration in
the figure below. Apparently the K167 had a different rigging configuration than the prototype and the other three aircraft; the drag and anti-drag wires were crossed over and not
connected both to the forward cabane strut and the forward outer flying wire was a double wire and not a single.
The drawing of the rigging in the Flight article of 1919, in which the drag and anti-drag wire are connected to
the top of the forward inner wing strut is not correct; none of the available photographs shows such a configuration; in all cases they are connected to the forward or rear cabane struts. But of course, it cannot be excluded
that the prototype has flown in such a rigging configuration during its lifetime. A further notable feature is the
asymmetry in the drag wire connection to the lower fuselage. This is caused by the position of the passenger
door at the port side. The numbering of the bracing and control wires also indicates a recommended order of
application.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

name
Cabane cross
Cabane cross
Cabane cross
Cabane cross
Inner incidence wire
Inner incidence wire
Inner front flying wire

S/P
S
P
S
P
S
S
S

no.
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

from
C-F
C-F
C-R
C-R
U-F
U-R
FU-F

to
C-F
C-F
C-R
C-R
L-R
L-F
U-F

remarks
crosses through turtle deck
crosses through turtle deck
crosses through turtle deck
crosses through turtle deck
between wing struts
between wing struts
fuselage wing root
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#
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

name
Inner rear flying wire
Inner front landing wire
Inner rear landing wire
Upper front drag wire
Upper anti-drag wire
Outer rear flying wire
Outer front flying wire
Outer rear landing wire
Outer front landing wire
Outer incidence wire
Outer incidence wire
Inner incidence wire
Inner incidence wire
Inner front flying wire
Inner rear flying wire
Inner front landing wire
Inner rear landing wire
Upper front drag wire
Upper anti-drag wire
Outer rear flying wire
Outer front flying wire
Outer rear landing wire
Outer front landing wire
Outer incidence wire
Outer incidence wire
Tail bracing wire
Tail bracing wire
Aileron control cable
Aileron control cable
Rudder control cable
Rudder control cable
Inner front landing wire, top
Inner front landing wire, top

April 1919

S/P
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
S
P
S
P
P
P
S
P

no.
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

from
FU-R
C/FU-F
C/FU-R
C-F
C-F
L-R
L-F
U-R
U-R
U-F
U-R
U-F
U-R
FU-F
FU-R
C/FU-F
C/FU-R
C-R
C-F
L-R
L-F
U-R
U-R
U-F
U-R
HT
HT
U-A
U-A
FU
FU
C/FU-F
C/FU-F

to
U-R
L-F
L-R
FU
FU
U-R
U-F
L-R
L-R
L-R
L-F
L-R
L-F
U-F
U-R
L-F
L-R
FU
FU
U-R
U-F
L-R
L-R
L-R
L-F
VT
VT
A-L
A-L
RU
RU
L-F
L-F

remarks
fuselage wing root
forward cabane strut
rear cabane strut
nose cover/engine bearer
lower fuselage at aft cabin bulkhead
from bottom inner strut
from bottom inner strut
from top inner strut
from top inner strut
between wing struts
between wing struts
between wing struts
between wing struts
fuselage wing root
fuselage wing root
forward cabane strut
rear cabane strut
nose cover/engine bearer
lower fuselage before door opening
from bottom inner strut
from bottom inner strut
from top inner strut
from top inner strut
between wing struts
between wing struts

mount in halves
mount in halves

forward cabane strut top
forward cabane strut top

Abbreviations used in the table are: A = Aileron; C = Cabane strut; F = Front; FU = Fuselage; HT = Horizontal tail; L =
Lower wing; P = Port; R = Rear; RU = Rudder; S = Starboard; U = Upper wing; VT = Vertical tail

2.

Decals and finishes

I have produced inkjet-printed decals for the registrations. The factory registration K-167 in very dark grey
characters, which are individually underlined, is applied on the top of the left upper wing and on the underside
of the left lower wing, and on both sides of the aft fuselage. The registration on the wings spans 95% of the
chord, covers also the ailerons, and the first character is just inside the inner wing strut, the last is located just
before the round part of the wing tip (63.0 x 22.0 mm). The two inboard characters are underlined, the outboard
ones, where the underlining would have been located on the ailerons, are not. Height of the characters is 16.5
mm. Thickness of the characters is 3.0 mm.
The first character of the registration on the fuselage is located one character width after the door, the one but
last character ends at the rear of the cockpit opening. The height of
the characters is 9.0 mm. Total text size is 25.0 x 11.5 mm.
The fin carries the type identification FK 26 (7.5 x 2.0 mm, without
dots!). The rudder carries on both sides an underlined G, its dimensions being 6.0 x 14.0 mm and the height of the character 11.0 mm.
Thickness of the G is 1.5 mm. The horizontal tail plane carries two
underlined G’s, their dimensions being equal to the G on the rudder.
A fellow-modeller has drawn the decals, as the G and the 6 have a
very distinct shape, which cannot be found in existing fonts. I have
printed the decals on clear decal paper and sealed them with gloss
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varnish from a spray can. As usual, I have printed an ample set and selected the best copies to be used on the
model.
I have not been able to identify the presence of the full BAT logo on the K-176; in
fact it appears only on pictures of the prototype. However, the characteristic letters
BAT were embossed on both sides of the engine cowling of all aircraft just below the
engine exhausts (10.0 x 3.0 mm).
The K-167 was finished all white enamel (slightly beige Humbrol
22, white with a drop of Humbrol 71 16), except for the nose and engine cowling, which was black until the forward passenger cabin
bulkhead (the vertical undercarriage dampers). The top cover, however, may have been natural metal, although on a picture locating the
K-167 at the ELTA it is black . No further colour details, except the
usual for exhausts, cockpit padding, etc. could be identified. The picture at the left shows the sample of the original paint at the top and
the test samples below. The right one gives the best match.
The cabin interior has probably been finished as clear-varnished
birch ply, the floor being a shade more dark wood. Longerons and
frame were likely clear-varnished ash, so a shade darker. The picture
should some test samples, as the left mixing H7 Light Buff with several shades of brown, at the right drybrushed in the still wet paint with H133 brown. This is the final finish, matching quite well the clear-varnished
birch ply, of which I have built my show case shelves. The rear fuselage has been covered with linen, so the
colour at the inside should have been the same as the outside.
3.

Photographs

F.K.26 c/n 29 prototype; source:
http://www.airwar.ru/enc/cw1/fk26.html

F.K.26 c/n 29 prototype; source:
http://www.europeanairlines.no/british-aerial-transportf-k-26/commercial

F.K.26 c/n 29, prototype; source:
http://www.europeanairlines.no/british-aerial-transportf-k-26/commercial

F.K.26 c/n 29 prototype; source:
http://www.airwar.ru/enc/cw1/fk26.html

F.K.26 c/n 29 prototype, Ogilvy purchase; source: The
Aeroplane, July 4, 1937
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F.K.26 c/n 29 G-EAAI prototype with modified rudder;
source: Flight archive

F.K.26 c/n 30 K-167; source:

April 1919

F.K.26 c/n 32 City of Newcastle; source:
http://www.koolhoven.com/history/fk26/bat-fk26instone.jpg

F.K.26 c/n 32, City of Newcastle; source:
http://www.airwar.ru/enc/cw1/fk26.html

F.K.26 c/n 32, City of Newcastle; source:
http://www.airwar.ru/enc/cw1/fk26.html
F.K.26 c/n 30 K-167, source: T. Wesselink, Koolhoven
Vliegtuigen

F.K.26 c/n 30, K-167; source:
http://www.europeanairlines.no/the-british-aircraft-onthe-elta-of-1919/
F.K.26 c/n 30 K-167; source:
http://www.europeanairlines.no/british-aerial-transportf-k-26/commercial
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April 1919

F.K.26 c/n 32, City of Newcastle; source:
http://www.europeanairlines.no/british-aerial-transportf-k-26-commercial/

F.K.26 c/n 30 K-167; source:
http://www.alexdenouden.nl/artikelen/koolhoven02.htm
F.K.26 K-167 at the E.L.T.A.; source: R.J.M. Mulder,
E.L.T.A., The First Aviation Exhibition Amsterdam –
1919

4.

Model Pictures

I have also made some black and white pictures of the model, from roughly the same view pint as the K-167
photographs.
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5.

April 1919

Flight Articles
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1

ELTA: Eerste Luchtvaart Tentoonstelling te Amsterdam (First Aeronautical Exhibition in Amsterdam).

2

See ref. 16, pp. 135-137.

3

The website has been transferred to: http://members.ziggo.nl/henrikaper/koolhoven/worlds-first-airliner/

4

www.koolhoven.com

5

www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/index.html

April 1919

6

Wesselink reports a length of 12.61 m, which is not compliant to the length reported in the three view drawings provided by the Stichting Koolhoven Vliegtuigen, the Flight Archive and The Aeroplane.

7

An on-line version can be found at http://www.wwi-n-plastic.com/Book/harry/woodman.html

8

It is advised to go through the exercise of a test sample, as the final result is quite dependent on the individual way of working. Following Woodman’s standard procedure did not work always in my case.

9

This appeared too be too ample; as a result the chord of the finished wing is 1 mm too large.

10

Woodman advises 12 mm, but I have reduced that to 9 mm to be able to cut two wings from the width of a sheet Evergreen.

11

For more detailed instructions and instructive photographs and drawings is referred to Woodman’s book.

12

Trials on the test sample had shown that three to four times scratching a line gave the desired pattern on the rear side (is: the visible
side).

13

Later I have switched to Tamyia Extra Thin Cement, which has the same properties as the MEK in Bison degreasing fluid, but better
gluing power.
14

On the factory drawing a dihedral of 2 degrees is stated, on the Planes drawing a dihedral of 1.85 degrees has been measured.

15

After application of the rigging it appeared, that the upper wing was skewed by 1 mm relative to the lower wing. This may have been
cased by slippage in the assembly jig or by a repair I had to do, when I accidentally bumped the model against a lamp, causing the detachment of some struts.
16

I have received from Harry van der Meer a copy of the paint used for the restoration of the FK.23 Bantam by the Stichting Koohoven
Vliegtuigen, to which I have matched my colouring (of course with a slightly lightened shade to compensate for the small scale).
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